Abstract: A simple, rapid and efficient approach to constructing 3D conceptual solid models on sketch-based user interface is presented. It emulates the traditional sketching design approach with paper and pencil to sketch strokes on the calligraphic interface, and then applies the feature-based modeling method to construct different sweep feature-based primitives according to the shape and location relationship of feature strokes. In order to construct complex solid models, the feature joining and cutting mechanism based on intention capturing is introduced. This paper illustrates the implementation of the algorithm, and experiment shows that the algorithm is efficient and well suitable for real time on-line 3D conceptual model creation.
Introduction

The importance of sketch-based 3D modeling in conceptual design
Conceptual design is the initial stage of product development which is characterized by inadequate and vague design information. However, current CAD systems need the input of precise dimensional and geometric constraints information in the product modeling process. At the same time, the use of WIMP-based user interface makes the modeling process very cumbersome, tedious and time-consuming. These reasons make current CAD systems mainly suitable for the detailed design but not the conceptual design. In the conceptual design stage, designers usually use pencil and paper to rapidly record their creative ideas. Only when the configuration of the product is determined fully, the digital model will be constructed by using the computer aided design technologies. Sketching is a simple means of expression and accessible by everyone. It is very useful for quickly recording the creative ideas and sharing them with the working team. It is also an excellent stimulant for creativity and innovation. So the design mode by sketching is widely used in the conceptual design stage of product development. But for the traditional sketching design mode by pen and paper, because the design process and the modeling process are separate, some important information may be lost during information conveyance. Currently, one of the key issues is how to directly transform the designer's ideas into the digital model which can be handled by CAD systems. Sketch-based 3D modeling user interface is user-centric, which provides a natural and efficient design environment similar to sketching by using pencil and paper. It integrates the advantages of both traditional sketching design style and computer aided design, and can utilize computers' powerful modeling and intelligent reasoning capabilities to rapidly express designers' brainstorm ideas.
Survey on Sketch-based 3D modeling methods
In this section we present an overview of related work by other researchers attempting to solve similar problems to the one outlined. We take an example, as shown in Fig.1 , to elaborate various modeling methods by sketching strokes. There are some typical methods to construct a box solid model as shown in Fig.1(a) .
Figure 1(b) shows the modeling approach based on gestures, which is used in SKETCH [1] and GIDeS [2] . It defines some basic gestures for instantiating primitives as sequences of strokes. For instance, a drawing of three non-collinear line segments which meet at a point imply a corner, consequently, we interpret similar gestures composed of three line strokes as a cuboid construction operation. Then the system analyses both the topology and geometry of gesture strokes and tries to construct a 3D primitive object.
Figure 1(c) shows the modeling approach by feature matching based on rules [3, 4] . Different features have different inference rules. For examples, the box feature is composed of a closed profile and one extrusion line. Then the system uses the 2D connectivity information to determine the feature type. Once a specific feature type is found, the system utilizes all the necessary 3D information to produce the 3D feature.
Figure 1(d) shows the modeling approach by creating extrusion feature [5] . The user sketches an arrow pen marking starting at a corner of a surface picked previously. Once the system interprets it as an extrusion command, the surface will move along the arrow pen marking to form a final 3D model.
Figure 1(e) shows the reconstruction-based modeling approach by using the Huffman-Clowes labeling scheme [6] which is an old machine vision algorithm. First the system recognizes the sketch as the line drawing, and then three kinds of line labeling which are '+', '−' and arrow, are placed on the drawing to deduce the initial topology of the object and to locate hidden faces.
Figure 1(f) shows the reconstruction-based modeling approach by using the optimization algorithm [7, 8] or the axonometric inflation engine [9, 10] or using human intuitions in shape recognition and human drawing convention [11] to establish 3D models from freehand sketching strokes. The key technology of reconstruction-based modeling approach is how to compute the three dimensional coordinate values of every corner point in the sketch by reverse projection and then to construct the faces or bodies of the model. Figure 1 (g) shows the 3D modeling method based on 2D graph matching. Its basic idea is to create complex 3D objects with a template topology library step by step from freehand strokes. The input strokes are analyzed as a 2D edge graph. Once the edge graph can be matched to a template of the library, the 3D shape can be constructed [12] . For those systems mentioned above, we can find some main deficiencies:
• Poor modeling capability. Some systems can only create or recognize some simple 3D models such as boxes, cylinders, etc.
•
The modeling process is relatively complex. Some systems need drawing many strokes in order to construct a simple 3D model.
The systems are not robust enough for practical applications because they are mostly developed from scratch, and some current key CAD technologies are not well used in the sketch-based modeling process.
Our approach
The paper presents a kind of new modeling method by sketching strokes which uses the Parasolid as the modeling geometric kernel. Some typical solid models will be built by sketching two kinds of feature strokes in our design system: the profile stroke and the path stroke. The feature strokes can be a single primitive or a combined shape with lines and arcs. The system then creates suitable 3D solid models by means of the location relationship between the profile stroke and the path stroke. These models which can be constructed by creating the sweep feature in traditional CAD systems are very common in mechanical engineering domains, because some models created by extrusion feature or revolution feature can also be constructed by creating the sweep feature. In order to construct some complex solid models, the system uses the feature joining or cutting mechanism and supports users sketching strokes on the surface of the 3D solid model. Finally, the system uses the gesture-based method to edit solid models.
The Architecture for Sketch-Based 3D Conceptual Solid Modeling System
The proposed architecture for such sketch-based modeling system consists of an interaction layer, a recognition layer, a modeling layer, a kernel layer, and a rendering layer.
The interaction layer provides a sketch-based user interface which supports strokes input by using a pen or a mouse and sketching work plane selection.
The recognition layer classifies sketching strokes into the section stroke and the path stroke which are used to create the sweep feature and the gesture stroke for model editing. The section stroke and the path stroke are drawn with the left button of the mouse, and the gesture stroke is drawn with the right button of the mouse.
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The modeling layer creates different sweep features in terms of the shape and the location relationship between the section stroke and the path stroke. The system supports sketching strokes on surfaces of solid models and features joining and cutting by using the intention capturing mechanism, and model editing based on gestures.
The kernel layer consists of the Parasolid kernel and the OpenGL tool kit. Parasolid provides powerful modeling functions to create complex feature-based solid models. OpenGL is used to display graphical objects on the screen.
The rendering layer performs the post-processing and visualization process. Users can rotate, zoom into or out from, or pan the view respectively by using the mouse button. At the same time, the system provides five kinds of modes to visualize models, and they are the shaded mode, the wireframe mode, the wireframe with silhouettes mode, the hidden line mode, and the gray hidden line mode.
Key Algorithms
In this section we will illustrate the details of several key algorithms developed for creating complex solid models by sketching strokes.
The algorithm for recognizing two kinds of feature strokes
When a user draws directly a stroke on the screen with a pen or a mouse, the stroke is sampled as a series of points P i (i=0,1,...,n) according to time sequence. In order to create the regular solid model, we need to process the raw input stroke by capturing users' design intention. The process of strokes recognition and beautification is divided into five parts of strokes preprocessing, key points detection, primitives recognition, primitives reconstruction, primitives beautification.
Strokes preprocessing
The aim of strokes preprocessing is to eliminate the number of noisy points and redundant points by smoothing the raw stroke and to shorten the computing time. Because the preprocessing method by re-sampling the raw stroke based on the distance criterion [13] will lose some important information, in this paper we adopt the method as follows.
The algorithm:
Step 1: Given the input points set: P in ;
Step 2: Let ;
Step 3: Compute the coordinate values of each point in the output points set P out by Eq. (1) 2 ( 1) 2 ( ) / 2 , 1 ,
Step 4: Let , we will get the output point set P m n P P ′ = out .
Key point detection
Key point is the segmentation point of the stroke. It is usually the inflection point or the corner point of the stroke. The aim of key point detection is to segment the uni-stroke into several sub-segments by the features of the stroke. In this paper we use some static or dynamic features of the sketching stroke such as the variety of the speed and the variety of the angle to detect key points.
Input:
Step 1: Input the coordinates of every point of the set Q in ;
Step 2: Initialize some thresholds such as A, L, C, where A is the threshold of the angle, L is the threshold of the sketching speed, and C is the threshold of the curvature;
Step 3: Compute the angle value α j between two adjacent vectors as shown in Fig.2(a) by Eqs.(2)~(4), where d j is the distance of two adjacent points, and j d′ is the distance between and ;
Step 4: Compute the sketching velocity of the j-th point by Eqs. (5) and (6), where t is the average sampling time
Step 5: Compute the variety value of curvature between two adjacent points Δc j by Eqs. (7) and (8) 
Step 6: If α j <A, the point P j+1 is the segmentation point, else go to Step 7;
Step 7: If 170<α j <180, and d<L, and |c j |≤C, the point P j is also a key point;
Step 8: Output the key point set: Q out . 
Primitives recognition
After segmenting the stroke, we need to recognize the shape of every sub-segment in order to correctly capture users' sketching intention. A kind of method is presented to recognize the primitives as follows.
Step 1: Given the input point set: P out and Q out ;
Step 2: Compute the distance h between the point Step 3: Find the maximum of h: h max in each sub-segment;
Step 4: Compute the value of φ by Eq.(9). If φ≤0.02, then the shape of the sub-segment is a line, else if φ≤1.17 and φ>0.02, then the shape of the sub-segment is an arc, else if φ>1.17, then the shape of the
sub-segment is a circle;
Step 5: Compute the feature parameters of every primitive. For the line, we take the start point and the end point of each sub-segment as the feature points. For circles and arcs, we use the least square fitting method to compute the radius and the coordinate value of the center point of the circle or the arc.
Primitive reconstruction and beautification
Primitive reconstruction uses the functions of Parasolid geometric kernel to reconstruct the geometric primitives by the shape of each sub-segment and their feature parameters.
After the reconstruction, the reconstructed primitives do not connect with each other sometimes and do not satisfy users' design intention. So we need to further beautify the primitives by using geometric constraint relations, for example, making the single line vertical or horizontal, making two lines have equal length or connect with each other, making two arcs have equal radius, etc.
Our rule-based primitive beautification algorithm can be described briefly in three steps:
Step 1: Connectivity constraints. The system looks at the end points of a pair of primitives, and determines whether they are within a certain distance tolerance. If they are, the two end points of the two primitives will be connected by using the rotation and movement translations;
Step 2: Horizontality and verticality constraints. If the angle between the line and the X-axis is within a threshold, the end points of the line will be adjusted to make one horizontal or vertical;
Step 3: Equivalence constraints. For the
is within a threshold, where L pre is the length of the preceding reconstructed line, L pro is the length of the subsequent reconstructed line, the system will adjust the end points of the subsequent reconstructed line to make them equal.
The mechanism for creating the sweep feature based on Parasolid
The algorithm for locating the approximate center of the close section
The computation of the approximate center of the close section is to determine the relative location relationship between the sweep path and the sweep section and to create various sweep features. Although some algorithms have been presented [14] , they are not suitable for on-line sketching design. A new algorithm for locating the approximate center of the close section is presented in this paper, in order to reduce the computational complexity.
Step 1: Input the key point set Q out ;
Step 2: Find out the maximum and minimum coordinate values X min , X max , Y min , Y max from the key point set
Step 3: Construct a rectangle by two diagonal points (X min ,Y min ) and (X max ,Y max );
Step 4: Connect the diagonal lines of the rectangle and take the point of intersection as the approximate center of the close section.
If the key point set Q out has m key points, and each key point has two coordinate values, then the time complexity is O(⎣logm⎦) in step 2 in order to find out the maximum and the minimum of each coordinate value by using the binary search algorithm. Compared with the time complexity O(m) of the algorithm used in Ref. [14] , our algorithm needs fewer time.
The algorithm for creating the sweep feature
Parasolid provides many powerful functions to create complex solid models. In this paper we use the sweep feature creation function: PK_BODY_make_swept_body to create the feature-based solid models. By setting 何利力 等:面向概念设计的实体草绘建模 1823 different feature parameters of the function, we can create not only the sweep features, but also the extrusion features and the revolution features. The extrusion feature can be looked as sweeping the section along the line, and the revolution feature can also be looked as sweeping the section along the arc or the circle as shown in Fig.3 .
(The black stroke is the section stroke and the gray stroke is the path stroke) Fig.3 Examples for creating various sweep-based feature solid models Firstly, users should sketch the section stroke, and then sketch the path stroke. When the two kinds of strokes have been processed, the system creates different sweep features by strokes' location relationship. If the start point of the path stroke locates in a tolerance circle of the approximate center of the section stroke, the system will create the sweep feature with variable sections. Else the system will create the sweep feature with invariable section.
The algorithm for creating the sweep feature is described as follows:
Step 1: The user sketches the section stroke;
Step 2: The system segments, recognizes and reconstructs the section stroke;
Step 3: If the reconstructed stroke is close, then the system sets Tag=1 and computes the approximate center of the section and prompts the user to sketch the path stroke, go to Step 4; Else the system sets Tag=0 and prompts the user to redraw the section stroke, go to Step 1;
Step 4: The user sketches the path stroke, and then the system processes it using the same method as that for the section stroke;
Step 5: If the start point of the path stroke locates in a tolerance circle of the approximate center of the section stroke, the system will create the sweep feature with variable sections. Else the system will create the sweep feature with invariable section;
Step 6: The system sets Tag=0 and prompts the user to draw the section stroke again, then go to Step 1.
The algorithm for features joining and cutting operation
In order to construct complex models, the system supports the user sketching over an existent object in the scene, the newly created feature is properly placed and attached to the object, and the system tries to automatically identify the joining or cutting operation of the feature.
Selection of the sketching work plane
In order to sketch the profile and path over the surface of the model, the user should rotate the surface to the current viewpoint, then presses the right button of the mouse or the assistant key of the stylus on the suitable position of the surface. The algorithm about selection of the sketching work plane is described as follows:
Step 1: Get the location of the mouse and translates the screen coordinate value of the point into the world coordinate value;
Step 2: Construct a ray to parallel to the orientation of the current viewpoint which starts from the point of the mouse;
Step 3: Search parts in the scene. If the part is not empty, then we find all surfaces of the part which intersect with the ray. Finally, we take the surface of the part which has the shortest distance with the start point of the ray as the sketching work plane.
The discrimination mechanism of joining and cutting operations of features
Users usually express the design intention by using some special strokes combination during the process of conceptual design. For example, in Fig.4(a) , when the user sketches feature strokes aside a existent model, he means to increase a sweep-based feature. In Fig.4(b) , when the user sketches feature strokes inside an existent model, he means to cut a hole from the existent model. In Fig.4(c) , when the user sketches feature strokes on the surface of the existent model, he also means to increase a sweep-based feature. But in Fig.4(d) , Fig.4(e) , if the feature strokes intersect with the existent model, it will have two possibilities. One is feature joining, the other is feature cutting.
The system should distinguish them correctly.
In this paper we describe a method to automatically discriminate joining and cutting operations of features. The system computes the intersection set between the newly created feature and the existent model. If the intersection set is empty, the newly created feature is united with the existent model as shown in Fig.4(a) . If the intersection set is the newly created feature, then the feature is subtracted from the existent model as shown in Fig.4(b) . If the intersection set is a facet, the system also joins the newly created feature with the existent model as shown in Fig.4(c) . In other instance, there are two kinds of probabilities. The system uses the context sensitive menu to resolve ambiguity as shown in Fig.4(d) , Fig.4 (e), you can choose the "cut" icon or the "join" icon to create more complex models. 
Implementation and Preliminary Evaluation
Our interactive sketching modeling system, Sketch3D has been implemented on Window XP environment using Visual C++ 6.0. The Parasolid is used as the geometry kernel to create feature-based solid models, the OpenGL graphics library is used to display graphical objects.
Feature stroke sketching and recognition
That the sketching strokes are recognized correctly by the system is the key problem which insures that the modeling result accords with users' design intention. In order to test the result of the algorithms mentioned above, the author sketches some feature strokes in the system environment as shown in Fig.5 . The upper row in Fig.5 is the raw sketching strokes, the lower row is the recognition strokes. From Fig.5 , we can see, the raw sketching strokes 何利力 等:面向概念设计的实体草绘建模 1825 can be recognized and reconstructed correctly, and the reconstructed primitives can be connected with each other to form a close profile section. Fig.5 Some examples on the feature strokes sketching and recognition Figure 6 shows some examples of the solid models generated with our system. The execution time needed for an experienced user using a commercial CAD system is also provided. Some examples created by our system and the elapsed time to draw these models From Fig.6 , we can see that it costs less time to create the same model using our system than using the commercial CAD system. Moreover, the number of commands needed to create the same models is smaller in our system.
The 3D modeling result and preliminary evaluation
Compared with the sketching modeling methods mentioned in Section 2, our approach can create not only some basic shapes such as boxes, cylinders, but also some complex solid models. Furthermore, the modeling process is very simple, the user needs drawing few strokes in order to construct a 3D conceptual model. The third
